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This course explains how to
prepare for and run an agile
project, highlighting
documentation, techniques
and roles and responsibilities.

Overview

AgilePM Foundation introduces the DSDM Agile Project
Management framework, a pragmatic and repeatable
methodology. AgilePM training and certification is based on the
AgilePM Handbook, published by the Agile Business Consortium.
The Handbook offers a practical and repeatable methodology that
achieves an ideal balance between the standards, rigour and
visibility required for good project management, and the fast-pace,
change and empowerment provided by Agile.

Why Learn with 20/20?

As the largest independent provider of project management training
in the UK, we are here to support and guide you through
professional training. 20/20 care about your development as a
project professional and will help you and your team achieve new
qualifications. 
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Who Should Attend?

AgilePM certification is designed for project
professionals and team members wishing to adopt
a flexible, collaborative approach to project
management, whilst improving standards, quality
and pace of delivery.

Beginner Level Course

£895 + VAT
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Virtual Classroom/

Virtual Classroom Delivery

High quality & maximum support
“I looked around for a Project Management course online and

was eventually recommended 20/20 as a provider...”

Trusted Customer - 2nd Nov. 2022
4.3/5

The programme will cover the following topics:  

This 3-day virtual classroom course is a fully immersive
and interactive experience. Each day, a single session
spanning from 9 am to 5 pm ensures focused
learning. Taught by a fully qualified facilitator, it will
equip learners with the tools they need to increase the
chances of project success.

Course Content

• The underpinning philosophy and principles of Agile.

• The lifecycle of an Agile project, including alternative configurations.

• The products produced during an Agile project and their purpose.

• The techniques used and their benefits and limitations.

•• The roles and responsibilities within an Agile project.

What our customers say... 

APMG Accredited

Clear and Concise
''The training was clear and concise and gave us the start and tools

to pass the exam.''

Trusted Customer - 3rd April. 2023
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